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Abstract— In this paper we propose a smart digital lock 

system for different implementations. A digital lock system 

is equipment that uses the digital information such as a secret 

code, semi-conductors, smart card, and finger prints as the 

method for authentication instead of the legacy key system. 

Furthermore, it also allows users to remotely monitor the 

condition inside the house through Internet or any other 

public network. The biggest advantage of our proposed 

system over existing ones is that it can be easily installed 

when and where necessary without requirement of any 

infrastructures and proper planning. The digital module 

implementation is done via verilog language. The system 

implementation is described. Verification results are also 

presented. These results assure a proper functionality of the 

designed system. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The necessity of a low cost digital lock security system 

designed in co-ordination with other security measures is 

always there in our society to reduce the risk of intrusion. 

Keeping this problem in mind, we are working on a project 

on automatic password based lock system. We want to utilize 

the electronic technology to build an integrated and fully 

customized security system at a reasonable cost. We hope this 

project will be useful in keeping thieves, dacoits and other 

sort of dangers at bay. A keyless lock system is basically a 

security feature which only allows the owner to unlock the 

device if the code entered, via a push-button keypad, is 

compatible with the code setting at the setup panel the 

objective of the system is to enhance the efficiency of a 

security feature. The feature of digital lock can be done by 

making the code and the code length variable. Thus, one is 

required to know the exact code and code length at the same 

time if one wishes to gain access into the device. A further 

deterrent to break-in cases is to disable the keypad push-

buttons after 3 unsuccessful attempts. It responds only to the 

right sequences of four digits that are keyed in remotely. If a 

wrong key is touched, it resets the lock. 

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

A. Finite State Machine 

A common implementation for such systems, suggested in 

that chapter, is sketched to the right. Its two major subsystems 

are a storage device containing a digital representation of the 

system state, combined with combinational logic that 

computes new values for state variables as well as system 

outputs from the combined system inputs and current state 

variable values. This implementation approach is termed a 

Finite State Machine (FSM), a widely studied and commonly 

used abstraction for an important class of sequential logic 

systems. In this chapter, we explore the FSM both as an 

engineering abstraction and as an important tool in our 

repertoire of digital engineering tools. FSMs are a convenient 

model for certain classes of sequential systems, typically 

those involving a modest number of discrete system states 

each of which is identified with some meaningful problem-

related circumstance. We introduce the FSM abstraction by 

means of a simple example 

 
Fig. 1: Finite State Machine 

B. Simple Lock Implementation 

There are many approaches to designing such a circuit, one 

of which is sketched to the left. This circuit simply stores the 

most recent four bits in four flipflops, and generates its output 

via an AND gate with two inverted inputs to recognize when 

the stored 4-bit value is 01100110. While this is a reasonable 

implementation strategy for our lock, we might ask whether 

a simpler implementation is plausible; in particular, whether 

NN flip flops are needed for a lock having an NN-bit 

combination. 

 
Fig. 2: Simple Lock Implementation 

 To explore such issues, it is useful to describe the 

desired behavior of the device in terms that are more detailed 

than its English description but more abstract than a circuit 

diagram. 

 Here we are trying to implement a synchronous 

combination lock that will unlock once it receives "101011" 

using verilog. It has one input: x, and three outputs: unlock, 

ready, and error. Following these rules: 

 In initial state ready=1. Remains in initial while x=0 

 Upon receiving 101011 on x, unlock=1. Remains in 

unlock while x=1 

 If in unlock state and x=0, will go to initial state 

 In all states other than initial and unlock, if input on x 

doesn't advance the sequence (101011), error=1. 

 Remain in error state while x=1. If x=0 in error state, go 

to initial state 
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Fig. 3: Simple Lock Implementation 

III. SOFTWARE REQUIREMENT 

A. Cadence 

Cadence Design Systems, Inc (NASDAQ: CDNS) is an 

electronic design automation (EDA) software and 

engineering services company, founded in 1988 by the 

merger of SDA Systems and ECAD, Inc. For years it had 

been the largest company in the EDA industry. Cadence, 

headquartered in San Jose, California, is one of the world's 

leading suppliers of electronic design technologies and 

engineering services in the electronic design automation 

(EDA) industry. The primary corporate product is software 

used to design chips and printed circuit. boards. Cadence 

employs approximately 7,000 people and reported 20016 

revenues of approximately $1.8 billion. In 2015 Cadence was 

again named one of the 50 Best Places to Work in Silicon 

Valley by San Jose Magazine. In January 2009 the company 

announced the appointment of Lip-Bu Tan as President and 

CEO. Tan was most recently CEO of Walden International, a 

VC firm. He has served on the Cadence Board of Directors 

since 2004, where he served on the Technology. 

 Cadence enables global electronic design innovation 

and plays an essential role in the creation of today's integrated 

circuits and electronics. Customers use Cadence software, 

hardware, IP and services to design and verify advanced 

semiconductors, consumer electronics, networking and 

telecommunications equipment, and computer systems. The 

company is headquartered in San Jose, Calif., with sales 

offices, design centers and research facilities around the 

world to serve the global electronics industry. More 

information about the company, its products. 

Simulation and Analysis 

 
Fig. 4: 

 The above figure shows simulation result of our 

project, Here we are trying to implement a synchronous 

combination lock that will unlock once it receives "101011" 

using verilog. It has one input: x, and three outputs: unlock, 

ready, and error. In initial state ready=1. Remains in initial 

while x=0. Upon receiving 101011 on x, unlock=1. Remains 

in unlock while x=1.If in unlock state and x=0, will go to 

initial state. In all states other than initial and unlock, if input 

on x doesn't advance the sequence (101011), error=1.Remain 

in error state while x=1. If x=0 in error state, go to initial state. 

IV. SYNTHESIS & ANALYSIS 

Fig 5 shows the synthesis result The synthesis result of digital 

lock is as shown in fig It consists of 

AOI21XL,AOI22XL,AOI2BB1XL,DFFRX1,INVXL,NAN

D2XL,NAND3XL,NOR2XL,NOR3XL,OAI221XL logic 

gates which are connected as shown in fig .The technology 

library used is tsmc18 1.0 which operate under slow operating 

conditions or balanced tree. Wire load mode is enclosed. 

There are no registers that meet criterion in the module. There 

are no muxes in the design and no DFT violations are present 

in the design. There are no Datapath components in the 

design. 

 The following primary inputs have no clocked 

external delays. As a result the timing paths leading from the 

ports have no timing constraints derived from clock 

waveforms .The external_delay command is used to create 

new external delays 

/designs/locks/ports_in/clock 

/designs/locks/ports_in/reset 

/designs/locks/ports_in/x 

 The following primary outputs have no clocked 

external delays. As a result the timing paths leading from the 

ports have no timing constraints derived from clock 

waveforms. The external_delay command is used to create 

new extrenal delays 

 
Fig. 5: 

/designs/locks/ports_out/error 

/designs/locks/ports_out/ready 

/designs/locks/ports_out/unlock 

The following primary inputs have no clocked external driver 

or transition. 

/designs/locks/ports_in/clock 

/designs/locks/ports_in/reset 

/designs/locks/ports_in/x 

The following primary outputs have no external load. 

/designs/locks/ports_out/error 

/designs/locks/ports_out/ready 

/designs/locks/ports_out/unlock 

V. CONCLUSION 

In today’s technologically advanced world, autonomous 

systems are gaining rapid popularity so the advancement in 

latest technology is continuously and rapidly made on 
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different latest automatic door lock security systems. The 

need for an advanced door lock security systems using new 

technologies is increases day by day as security become a 

very important or serious issue for everybody. Due to the 

recent trends in various methods of security for home, 

buildings, companies‟ vehicles etc, there is no need to worry 

about this security any longer, as automatic security systems 

are here to deal with it. This paper tries to focus all recent 

door lock security systems in a comprehensive way. 
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